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The program described in this document was developed to provide an effi­
cient means of maintaimng several data sets in a production environment with a 
minimized likelihood of error The program makes use of the IBM 2250 Graph­
ical Disply Unit to display selected records from one of the input data sets In 
a series of simple, straightforward operations the 2250 operator may read a 
data set, modify the data, check his modifications and then write the modified 
data set back onto the device from which it was read When making these modi­
fications, the operator uses a function keyboard (a panel of buttons, each hav­
ing a specific program assigned function), a light pen used to select items of 
data from the CRT screen, and a typewriter keyboard for entering characters 
into the data records which are displayed 
The data being modified is observable on the CRT before, during and after 
the modification process Consequently the probability of committing errors of 
a typographical nature is greatly reduced Also the data set need not be "written 
out" until the operator is convinced that all changes have been made satisfactor­
ily Important too is the fact that, since sixteen records are displayed simul­
taneously, the operator may view the record of interest in the context of the 
data stream 
The program may be treated as a subroutine and run in conjunction with 
processing programs under the control of a driver or executive program, or it 
may be run "off-line, " as an independent utility program 
The program, as described here, is in subroutine form, with the symbolic 
name DISPLY It is called by a driver routine which controlled the OAO-B 
Operations Scheduling System, for the purpose of providing means for modifying 
both input and output data sets under program control 
While the Graphical Data Set Maintenance Program was developed as an 
integral part of the OAO-B Operations Scheduling System, it is an independent 
self-contained program segment which could easily be adapted to a variety of 
needs involving graphical data set maintenance 
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APPLICATION OF THE INTERACTIVE GRAPHICAL DATA SET VAINTEN-
ANCE PROGRAM 
To best understand the function, application and versatility of the Graphical 
Data Set Maintenance Program, a description of the application for wich it was 
originally designed may be useful 
During development of the OAO-B Operations Scheduling Software, it became 
obvious that contingencies might arise which would be difficult to handle in spite 
of the flexibility of input formats and the various program modes of operation 
That is, the principles used to generate an experimentation schedule and com­
mand sequence, while perfectly adequate under normal operating conditions, 
would probably not be sufficient to cope with special environmental or spacecraft 
problems 
It was thus determined that if the input data sets, stored on 2314 disk units, 
as well as the output data sets, also on disk, could be monitored and/or modi­
fied at strategic points during program execution, then the flexibility of the en­
tire system could be tremendously enhanced 
The scheduling system without the display package can be viewed as three 
modules, a read or input module, the calculation module, and the output module 
Looking at Figure 1, we may see the logical flow of the scheduling system 
after inclusion of the Graphical Data Set Maintenance Program Note that it is 
treated as a separate module This is quite true in practice since the interface 
between the display module and other program segments consists only of the 
I/o devices and the attributes of the data format 
From Figure 1, it can be seen that the display module also provides for 
branching to different program segments by executing FORTRAN optional return 
statements of the form RETURN 1 
For example, after executing the read module, the driver program calls 
subroutine DISPLY, the symbolic name of the display module This allows the 
program operator to look at the input data sets exactly as read and if necessary, 
to modify the data and then go back and re-execute the read module 
Once it has been determined that the inputs are correct, a normal return 
results in the execution of the computations module After the computations 
are finished, the display module is again entered and the operator may examine 
the output data sets and make any modification to the outputs he desires before 
returning for execution of the output module which writes the schedule informa­



























feels that the program should be re-run, he may modify the inputs and, utilizing 
the optional return feature, cause the data to be re-read 
The program may be re-executed in this fasnon as many times as the opera­
tor desires within the limits of the time estimate 
Thus, with this type of structure the Graplical Data Set Maintenance Pro­
gram may be used to bring a person "into the loop" of a convergent-type process 
as well as for routine editing and utility purposes 
OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR PROGRAM DISPLAY 
1 Depress Function Key #4 
" Erases title page 
" Displays option select table (see Appendix I-B) 
2 Point Light Pen at Desired Data Set 
* Erases option select table 
* Displays selected data set and corresponding unit number 
* Displays modification options (see Appendix I-C)
 
3 Depress Function Key #1
 
* Reads data set from disc 
* Sounds alarm when read is complete
 
4 Depress Function Key #2
 
* Displays 16 card images (see Appendix I-D)
 
5 Depress Function Key #5
 
* Erases 16 card images
 
6 Repeat Steps 4 and 5 for number of cards desired to be scanned
 
4 
To Modify a Card Image 
7 	 Point light at option desired to perform corresponding operation 
* 	 Option selected is displayed on lower right of screen 
* 	 Modification options are erased 
o 	 Curser appears in Column 1 of card image under consideration 
* 	 Card sequence number appears at the end of card image under con­
sideration (see Appendix I-D) 
* 	 Lights on function key board are illuminated in the configuration of 
the number 2 indicating the 2nd attention level 
8 	 Point light pen at character desired to be edited 
o Curser appears underneath character (see Appendix I-D)
 
9 Depress alternate code and end key
 
o 	 Transfers image into storage 
" 	 Lights in key board are illuminated in the configuration of the num­
ber 1 indicating that you have returned to the first attention level 
* 	 Updates the data set 
* 	 Erases selected option 
* 	 Erases the 16 card images 
* 	Erases card image sequence number 
* Displays modification options
 
" Redisplays images including changes
 
10 Repeat steps 6-8 for number of card images desired to be modified 
11 Depress Function Key #5 
* 	 Erases 16 card images 
12 Depress Function Key #14 
* Writes output data set on disc 
* Alarm sounds when write is complete 
13 Depress Function Key #3 
* Erases modification options 
* Erases D set name and corresponding umt number 
* Displays option select table (see Appendix I-B) 
14 Repeat steps 4-13 tor desired number of data sets 
Attention Level Number I 
Function Key #7 - Omits Column Labels 
Function Key #6 - Displays Column Labels (see Appendix I-C) 
Function Key #8 - Back page 8 Card Images 
Function Key #9 - Displays Entry Point & Card Image Isolation Information 
Function Key #10 - Redisplays 16 card images that are presently displayed 
Function Key #11 - Select card image independent of light pen (see Appen­
dix I-D) 
Function Key #12 - Select Data Set Name independent of light pen (see 
Appendix I-C) 
Function Key #13 - Selection Modification Function independent of light pen 
Function Key #16 - Back page 16 card images 
End Key - Transfers Entry point and Backup mode Data into 
storage 
Function Key #29 - Terminates Job 
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Attention Level Number 2
 
Function Key #19 will take you back to Attention Level #1
 
NOTE 
Do Not Select Dummy From Option Select Table 
To Start At Any Card Image In The Data Set 
A Depress Function #9 
* EPOOOO and CI0000 appears at lower left of screen 
o Curser appears under the most significant digit of EP 
B Enter card image sequence number 
C Depress alternate code and END key 
o Transfer number into code 
* Erases EPOOOO and CIO00
 
D Depress Function Key #2
 
* Displays 16 card images beginning at the one specified 
To 	select Data Set from Option Select Table independent of light pen 
I Depress Function Key #9 
* CI0000 appears with curser inmost significant digit 
II Type in Value from Table 1 corresponding to desired Data Set 
III Depress Altncode end key 
* CIOOOO is erased
 
IV Depress Function Key #12
 




DATAIN -- 3400 TARGTS -- 1800
 
ORBELM -- 3200 GEPCMD -- 1600
 
EXPMOD -- 3000 GEPSHD -- 1400
 
CALIBR -- 2800 OPRLOG -- 1200
 
NETCOM -- 2600 OBSLOG -- 1000
 
MODELS -- 2400 DUMMY -- 800
 
CDINPT -- 2200 DUMMY -- 600
 
PASPOS 2000 DUMMY 400
 
To modify Card Image independent of light pen
 
a Depress Function Key #9
 
* CI00O0 appears with curser
 
b Type in value Table 2 corresponding to option 
c Depress Alternate Code End Key 
* CIOOOO is erased 
d Depress Function Key #13 
e Repeat Step a-c substituting values from Table 3 
f Depress Function Key #12 
* Same as Step #7 
Core requirements will be of the order of 120K depending on the size and 
number of 1/O buffers 
CPU and I/O time requirements should not exceed one-half minute each for 
normal execution 
Response time is normally instantaneous unless the system is heavily loaded 









































REQUIRED JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE CARD SETUP
 
//Gf.FT2OFOOL DD DSNAME K3.T2DKW.DSORBELMDISP=OLD, 
// UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=G2GEPl 
//GO.FT21FOO1 DO DSNAME=K3.T2DKW.DOEXPNOD,DIP=ULO, 
I/ UN!T=2314,VOL-SER=GGEPl 
//rrn.FT22FOol OD DSNAME=K3.T2DKVI.DSEXPCAL,DISP=ULI), 
// UNIT=2314,VOL=SbR=(2GEP1 
//Gn.FT3FOo1 DO DSNAME=K3.TUKW.OSNFTCUN,)lSP=ULD, 
// UNIT=2314,VOI=SER((,EP1 
//,.FT24FOo1 DO DSNAME=K3 T2DK.DSHODFLS,DISPIJLD 
// UNiT=?314,VOL=5ER(GGEP1 










//GO.FT28FOOL DO DSNAtIE=K3.TI)KI.DSGEPCMI),DISPOI D, 
// UNIT=2314,VOL=SFK=GGEP1 
//GO.FT34FO01 DO DSNAME=K3.T2DKWi.DSOPRLOG,DISP=OLO, 
// VOL=SER=G2GEPI,UNiT=2314 
//Gi.FT35FOOL DO DSNAiE=K3.T2DKU.DSGEPSHD,D IP=OLD, 
l1 UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=G2GEP1 
//GO.FT36FOOL DO DSNAME=&OPRSCR,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),UrIlT=SYSuuT, 
l1 OCh=(RECFt=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3OO),SPACE=($0,6000) 
//Gn.FT37FOO1 DO DSNAME=K3 T2DKI.DSObSLOG,DISP=OLD, 
// UNIT=?314,VOL=SER=G2GEPl 
//GO.FT49FOO1 DD UNIT=OE2 
//CO.FT15FOO1 DO DSNAME=K3.T2DKI.DSEXPMOD,D ISP=OLD, 
1/ UNlT=2314,VOL=SER=G2GEPl 
// DO DSNAt E=K3.T2DKW.DSEXPCALDISP=OLD, x 
// UNIT=2314,VDL=SER=G2GEPl 
// 00 DSNA E=K3.T?OKi.DSMODELS,DISP=OLD, x 
f/ UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=,?GEP1 
// DO DSNAME=K3.TOKI.DSGEPCMD,DISP=ULD, I 
// UNIT=2314,VOL=:SERGGEP1 
// DD DSNA, E=K3.TDKW.DSTARCTS,DISP=OLD, X 
UNIT=2314,VOL=SFR=GPGEP1 
OD/ LSNAiE=K3.T2)K'J.DSNETCON,DI SP=OI 0, 
iN I T=2314,VOL=SER=(2GEP1 X 











The Interactive Graphical Data Set Maintenance Program makes use of two 
attention levels in accessing data sets from the card reader and disc storage, and 
allows the IBM 2250 operator to monitor or make changes to the data and then 
place the data sets back onto disc Data sets are read, displayed and written 
onto disc at Attention Level 1 Data set records are modified at Attention Level 
The initialization subroutines are called which readies The Graphic Subrou­
tine Package, The IBM 2250 CRT Display Unit and the Graphical Data Sets The 
program then creates Attention Level 1, calls subroutines MODSET and TITLPG 
displaying a Title Page (See Title Page display in Appendix I-A ) The program 
is then placed in a Wait status. 
Upon depression of function key #4, the Title Page is erased Subroutine 
DSTBLE is called displaying The Data Set Option Select Table containing the 
menu of data sets selectable at the choice of the operator (See display of Option 
Select Table in Appendix I-B ) The operator then makes his selection by touch­
ing the data set name in The Option Select Table with the light pen This erases 
the Option Select Table The program calls subroutine LGTPEN which sets the 
unit number and displays the selected data set and unit number which it resides 
at the bottom of the screen (Appendix I-C shows that data set TARGTS was 
selected and that it resides on unit 27 ) 
When function key #1 is depressed, the data set is read The alarm is 
sounded when read is complete Upon depression of function key #2, the program 
calls subroutine GETCDS which determines the starting point in the data set buf­
fer and displays 16 card images The modification options are also displayed 
If column labels are desired, this is accomplished by depressing function key 
#6 Function key #7 will omit them 
The operator may scan the data set in a forward direction by depresing 
function key #5 which erases screen and function key #2 which displays the next 
16 card images Back paging of S or 16 card images can be accomplished by 
depressing function keys 8 and 16, respectively 
When modification to a card image is desired, the operator may select the 
image by touching the corresponding modification option with the light pen 
(Appendix I-C shows the modification options beginning at the upper right and 
ending at the lower right of the screen D, I and E means Delete, Insert and 
Edit, respectively ) The program will then erase the modifications options and 
call subroutine CDIMGE Subroutine CDIMGE will move program control to 
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Attention Level Number 2, insert curser underneath the first character of the 
selected card image CDINCGE also displays the data set buffer count for the 
selected card image and the modification operation which is to be performed 
(Appendix I-D shows the curser and card count of 7 displayed in the selected 
card image The modification operation EDIT is displayed on the lower right of 
the screen ) If for some reasonthe operator does not wish to change the selected 
card image, program control is returned to Attention Level Number I by depress­
ing function key #19 At this point the modification options are redisplayed which 
allows the operator to select any card image and modification operation desired 
When modification operation DELETE is selected the program moves pro­
gram control to Attention Level Number 2 and waits Upon depression of the 
alternate code and end key from the typewirter keyboard, the screen is erased 
Subroutine MODIFY is called updating the data set buffer Then control is re­
turned to Attention Level Number I and the 16 images are redisplayed reflecting 
the deleted card image In the case of modification operations EDIT and INSERT, 
the changes are typed in before depressing the alternate code and end key 
When the operator is satisfied that a data set is correct, he can write it on­
to disc by depressing function key #14 The alarm will sound when the write is 
complete The program can be readied to select the next data set by depressing 
function key #3 which erases the screen and redisplays the Data Set Option Select 
Table When all data sets have been verified for accuracy, the display program 
is ended by depressing function key #29 
The program and all subroutines are written in Fortran IV to be run on the 
IBM System 360/65, 75 and 91 computers 
SUBROUTINE GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS 
DISPLY 
This subroutine is the driver for the Interactive Graphical Data Set Main­
tenance Program It initializes the IBM 2250 Unit, Graphic Subroutine Package 
and the Graphical Data Sets It creates Attention Level Number 1 and contains 
the read and write logic It calls the following application subroutines TITLrG, 
MODSET, GETCDS, DSTBLE, LGTPEN and CDIMAGE 
Calling Sequence 
CALL DISPLY (IERNUM, *,*) 
IERNUM Normal Return 
12 
* Return I 
* Return 2
 




This subroutine determines the entry point and transfers 16 card images 
into active area It calculates the card count and call subroutine INCORE to con­
vert the count to character code Displays the card images and set KZ = 1 
Calling Sequence 
CALL GETCDS (N) 
N Card sequence number for entry point card image 
See Flow Chart in Appendix II-B 
CDIMGE 
This subroutine determines whether to DELETE, INSERT or EDIT It then 
creates Attention Level Number 2, inserts curser underneath first character of 
selected card image, displays card count for selected card image, and modifica­
tion selected modification option Allows IBM 2250 operator to modify and trans­
fer selected card image into core Also call subroutine MODIFY to make proper 
disposition of card image in update area and return control to subroutine 
DISPLY 
Calling Sequence 
CALL CDIMGE (INAME, KYONE, KYTWO, KKEY, KL, KMAX, N, KZ) 
INAME Device Name 
KYONE Key for 1st portion of selected card image 
KYTWO Key for 2nd portion of selected card image 
KKEY Key for displaying card count for selected card image 
EL Card count for selected card image 
13 
KMAX Number of card images in data set
 
N Count for first card on display unit
 
KZ If KZ not equal 1 the program will erase screen and redisplay
 
these 16 card images reflecting the changes 
See Flow Chart in Appendix II-C 
IiSTBLE 






See Flow Chart in Appendix II-D 
TITLPG 
This subroutine displays Title Page information, and generates modification 
and the column labels 
Calling Sequence 
CALL TITLPG 
See Flow Chart in Appendix II-E 
LPTPEN
 
This subroutine selects data set, determines which unit the data set resides, 
and rewinds the unit 
Calling Sequence 
CALL LGTPEN (IUNIT, NCORRT, KDSET) 
IUNIT Unit number 
NCORRT Y-coordinate for data set 
14 
KDSET Key for displaying selected data set and 
unit number at bottom of screen 
See Flow Chart in Appendix II-F 
MODSET 
This subroutine generates data set and option selected information 
Calling Sequence 
CALL MODSET 
See Flow Chart in Appendix II-G 
MODIFY 
This subroutine performs the necessary function on the active area to 
INSERT, DELETE or EDIT a card image 
Calling Sequence 
CALL MODIFY (KL, KMAX, N) 
KL Count for selected card image 
KMAX Number of card images contained in data set 
N Count for 1st card image displayed on screen 
See Flow Chart in Appendix Il-H 
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CARD IMAGES WITHOUT COLUMN LABELS
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KZ = 1 
IGNORE(l) = -5 
ESTABLISHES COMMUNICATION (GSP) 
INGDS 
............ BETWEEN USER'S PROGRAM AND 
GSP AND DEFINES THE NULL 
VARIABLE 
+ 
(__sP)INDEV . IDENTIFIES 2250 AS UNIT..... 4 AND IGRAFD AS THE{ MEUSED TO REFER 
LTO THIS 2250 CRT 
REATES GRAPHIC DATA 
(GSP) ETS AND ASSOCIATES 
INODS THEM WITH THE 2250 
EI'IFED AS 1GRAFD 







CREATE ATTENTION LEVEL(GSP)---- NUMBER 1CRATL 
ENABLE PROGRAM 
(GSr) ... FUNCTION KEYS,LIGHT PEN AND 
ENATN |TYPEWRITER 
LKEYBOARD 






MLITS / .1' OF THE NUMBER 
LIGHT PENFALLOW 
(GSP) -- - --- -- -- ATTENTION FOR 










TI------ ----- ---- [DISPLAYS TITLE PAGE 
QUEUES CHARACTER CODE 
(GSP)- - -J---AND COORDINATE INFOR-
MLPED -..... MATION FOR LIGHT PENIATTENTIONS 




EXECUTION UNTIL AN 
(. SP) ATTENTION FROM THE 
RQATN ---.-- .-	 LIGHT PEN, FUNCTION 




C (continued)SUBROUTINE DISPLAY 
TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD
 
FUNCTION KEY FUNCTION KEY 
FOR NUMBER NUMBER 
0 - NOT USED 16 - GO TO 00 
1 - GO TO AA 17- GO TO D 
2 - GO TO BB 18 - GO TO D 
3 - GO TO CC 19 - GO TO D 
4 - GO TO DD 20 - GO TO D 
5 -GO TO EE 21 - GO TO DA 
6 - GO TO FF 22 - GO TO D 
7- GO TO GG 23 - GO TO D 
8 - GO TO HH 24 - GO TO D 
9 - GO TO II 25 - GO TO D 
10 - GO TO JJ 26 - GO TO D 
11 - GO TO KK 27 - GO TO D 
12 - GO TO LL 28 - GO TO D 
13 - GO TO MM 29- GO TO AC 
14 - GO TO NN 30 - GO TO DB 
15 - GO TO D 31 - GO TO PP 
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SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (continued) 
DD 
(GSP)- --- ---- --- ERASES TLEPAGE 
RESET 




READ SELECTED FUNIT REWOUND BEFORE 
DATA DISCSET FROM READ EXCEPT FOR UNIT126
 
SARM .... . FSOUNDS ALARM TWICE 
LWHEN READ IS COMPLETE 
@ F-
COMPUTES CARD COUNTS 
AND STARTING POINT 
AND TRANSFER 16 CARDS 
GETCDS ---------- IMAGES INTO ACTIVE AREALCONVERTS CARD COUNTS 
TO CHARACTER CODE 
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SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (continued) 
cc 
FERASES SCREEN 
-G----- ---- ---- --- I MODIFICATION OPTIONS 
OMIT LAND DATA SET SELECTED 
OPTION.D... ,ISPLYS(GSP)--------------~ ECT TABLE 
INCL 
IUNIT = 0 




















SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (continued) 
GN
 
(GSP) -- ERASES COLUMN 
OMIT IABELS 
BACK PAGES 
-24- -- -- -------- ARD IMAGES 
(GSP)- -- ------- fETS CHARACTeR MODE 
CREATE ENTRY POINT(GSP) -------------





SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (continued) 
G 
FCREATE TEXT INFORMATION 
(GSP) ---- JIG ALLOW SELECTION-T
LC, ooDO
PTEXT----------WITHOUT UIGITIPEN 
(GSP) . ... ISPLAYS 
EXEC----------E 0000 CI 0000' 
(GSP)rINSERTS CURSER UNDER 
(GUS)-- -- -- ----- MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT
.C.R. LEP 0000 
(.P) . ....-.. tREMOVE CURSER 
RCUR /FROM EP 0000 
(GSP)QNSERT CURSER 
ICURS -.-....... I INTO C 0000
 
FSETS COUNTER FOR 






NTO INTEGER FOR CARD
-C] IMAGE ISOLATION INDEPEND 
LOF LIGHT PEN 
sRR 
JONVERT Y-COORDINATE . ..
..... 
 INTEGER FOR SELECTIONINCORE-TO O DATA SET NAME 
INDEPEND OF LIGHT PEN 
QQ 
CFCONVERT X-COORDINATE 
ITO INTEGER FOR SELECTION 
- - - - - - - OF MODIFICATION OPTION 
LINDEPENDENT OF LIGHT PEN 
SWRITE DATA 
SET ONTO DISC 
[SOUND ALARM WHEN 
S '--/LWRITE IS COMPLETE








N = N -32 - .-J- --- -----­
-SETS CO'JTER 









(GSPV FTERMINATE 2250 
RE"URN 1 (GSP) ----- -- - - TERMINATE GRAPHIC-.- --
TMGSP LSUBROUTINE PACKAGE 
(GSP .. . . TERMINATE 2250 . . . .
 
I 1 UNIT 




SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (continued) 
F 
CGSP)--------------------.REMOVE CURSER FROM 
RCURS 	 LEP 0000 OR CI 0000 
I, \ .... FTRANSFER 0000 
GP)-----FROM EP 0000 
GS[ INTO CORE
 
S 	 FCONVERTS ENTRY 







(GSP. . . .. .. .. FTRANSFER 0000 
(GSP)------------	 FROM CI 0000 
LINTO CORE
 
(GSP)---------------------rERASES EP 0000 
REE 	 AND Cl 0000 
BEAM TO(SP)----------------...-----MOVE
STPOS 	 ABSOLUTE STARTING 
POSITION 
33 
SUBROUTINE DISPLAY (contnued) 
FSELECTS DATA SET,IDYNAMICALLY ASSIGN 
LGTPEN------ -- -- -- -- -- --- UNIT NUMBER AND 
IDISPLAYS BOTH AT 




CDIGE - - - - - - ISOLATE CARE IMAGE 
TO BE MODIFIED AND 
MOVE TO ATTENTION 
LEVEL NUMBER 2 
(GS - -- -- - - -- -TERMINATE 2250 
T V LlU NIT 
j T(GG--------INA--GRAPHIC 






(GSP) - - - ------ [SET CHARACTER MODE 















CONVERT CARD COUNT 
CTO CHARACTER CODE 
FCREATES TEXT INFOR­(GSP)J MATION FOR 16 CARD 
PTEXT I IMAGES AND CARDLCOUN T 
FDISPLAYS 16 CARD 
(GSP) AGES AND PLACE 
EXEC "CARD COUNT IN 
MIT STATUSLO






KZ = 0 
TRASMIT KEY VALUETEST 
-
FOR DELETE, INSERTFOR MOD------ EDITOPTIONON 
---
CREATE ATTENTION(GSP)--------------- {.LEVEL NUMbER 2CRATL 
FENABLE PROGRAM 
I FUNCTION KEYS,






INTO A CONFIG­,GSP) - -............--

MLITS 
 IURATION OF THE 
LNUMBER '2' 
.~~~~~ . ,ALLOWS LIGHT PEN 
ATTENTION FOR(GSP)-------------------








SUBROUTINE CDIMGE (continued) 
A 
(GSP) FDISPLAY CARD COUNT 
INCL-------------- AND MODIFICATION1 OPTION SELECTED 
D 
SUSPEND PROGRAM 
(GS) EXECUTION UNTIL 
S ----------- AN ATTENTION FROM 
FRQATNTHE LIGHTPEN, 
TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD 
FUNCTION LIGHTKEYBOARD + PENINTCD-32 B 
TYPEWRITER 
0 KEYBOARD 
FUNCTION KEY FUNCTION KEY 
NUMBER NUMBER 
FOR FUNCTION 0 - NOT USED 16 - GO TO D 
I - GO TO D 17 - GO TO D 
2 - GO TO D 18 - GO TO D 
3 - GO TO D 19 - GO TO AA 
4 - GO TO D 20 - GO TO D 
5 - GO TO D 21 - GO TO D 
6 - GO TO D 22 - GO TO D 
7 - GO TO 0 23 - GO TO D 
8 - GO TO 0 24 - GO TO D 
9 - GO TO D 25 - GO TO D 
10 - GO TO D 26 - GO TO D 
11 - GO TO D 27 - GO TO D 
12 - GO TO D 28 - GO TO D 
13 - GO TO D 29 - GO TO D 
14 - GO TO D 30 - GO TO D 
15 - GO TO D 31 - GO TO D 
37 
SUBROUTINE CDIMGE (continued) 
C 
REMOVE CURSER 
(GSP)- ---- ------- FROM SELECTED 




. .. .. TRANSFER SELECTED 
(GSP)-- CARD IMAGE INTO 
GSPRD LUPDATE AREA 
MAKE PROPER 
MF --- DISPOSITION OF 
1 CARD IMAGE IN 
LUPDA TE AREA 
("G
IC- -
FDYNAMICALLY INSERTSI CURSER UNDERNEATH 
CHARACTERS OF THE 
UFIRST PORTION OF 
LCARD IMAGE 
(GSP)
ICRS - - 4 
DYNAMICALLY INSERTS 
~CURSERUDRET 
--CHARACTERS OF THESECOND PORTION OF 







































-- -- ---- --



















-- - -------- --









(GSP)--------------ET CHARACTER MODE 
SCHAM L 
VGENERATE TEXT 
(GSP) - ..-.-------- - INFORMATION FOR

TITLE PAGE ANDPTEXT 
LCOLUM N LABELS 
EXECL 
IN OMITGENERATE 








I UNIT - 0 
(G~SP) --------- ERASES OPTION 
OMIT ELSEET TABLE 
_DISPLAY MODIFICATION 








GO TO A 





GO TO A 



















GO TO A 
GO TO A 





















































- KL)-----ADDRESS CARD 
STARTINGOF SELECTEDIMAGE 
DELETE SELECT EDIT 
EXPAND ACTIVE 
DATA ARRAY AND 




IMAGE INTO ENTRY 
RECORD AND INCREASE 
KMAX BY ONE 















KMAX = KMAX -1 
11 





(GSP) . . ERASE 16 
RESET----------CARD IMAGES 
(GSP) FMOV BEAM TO 
- - ABSIOLUTE STARTIN GSTPOS.- -.-- - ----
POSI T ION 
RETURN 
45 



































C DESIGNATE THAT PROGRAM BE ABNORMALLY TERMINATLD 










































AND A DUMP 
C ESTABLISHES COMMUNICATION BETWEEN USER'S PROGRAM AND GSP AND 
C DEFINES THE NULL VARIABLE 
CALL INGSP(IGSP,IGNORE) 
C IDENTIFIES 2250 AS UNIT 49 , IGRAFD IS THE NAME USED TO REFER 
C TO THIS 2250 
CALL INDEV(IGSP,49,IGRAF) 
C CREATES GRAPHIC DATA SETS AND ASSOCIATES THEM WITH THE 2250 










































































































































































































































GO TO 100 oISPIOaO
 











































IF(KY.NE.1) GO TO 202 DISP1290
 




CALL INCL(I(,DS2) DI P1320
 
























IF(N.NE.1) GO TO 309 DISPI450
 


























































































SUBROUTINE DISPIAY (continued) 
GO TO /0/ (IlSPlYOG 
217 CONT INUE 01 PI to 
(.0 To 100 DISPI'WO 
218 CNNT INUE [1ISP1930 
6.11 T) 1(0 	 DlIP I )4u 
219 	 CONTINUE 1)1S,195l) 
GO TI) 100 DISPI9611 
220 CONTINUE OISP19l(, 
,0 TO 100 )IqP]9(o 
221 	RLAD(IUNIT,8O,ENDtH5) (DSAREA(1,1=1,2000)f DISPI99N 
GO TI 201 0)1SPPO21)' 
22? CONTINUE I)ISp)1101 
GO TO 100 DISPO?O 
223 CONTINUE I SP2030 
GO TO 100 IS1P2(40 
224 CONTINUE DI 8#205U 
GO TO 100 0ISP2060 
225 	CONTINUE 01 Sp2O7O 
GO TO 100 1Sp20oc 
226 	CONTINUE D ISP209N
 
GI TO 100 IIS9I2100 
227 CnNTINUF DISP?110 
GO TO 100 DISP21)0 
228 CONTINUE DISF'2130 
Go TO 100 	 0DISP'140 
230 	CONTINUE DISP2150 
CALL TMDEV(IGRAFN) 01SP2160 
CALL TMGSP(IGSP) DISP2170 
kETURN I 0ISP2180 











IF(III.NE 1) CO TO 33? DISP2250
 








332 	CALL GSPRD(KCDS6,INCORT,4,1,JTC(IDE,I(40L, IKOtCE) r)ISP2300 
CALL RESET(KGOS6) DIP?311
 
CALL STPOS(KfDSA,10 0,3925 0) DIP?320
 










Ir(JCOPRRT.GT ICOLN'f) 60 TO 550 DISP2370
 
235 CALL LGTPEN(IUNIT,NCORRTKDSET) DISP2380 
GO TO 100 DISP,239 
550 DO 549 1=1,1o I) SP?40)( 
KINGE=I [l '9P24 [O 
IF{ILI) LT.NCORRT) (,U TO 551 0ISP242 




KItlCEI-K IHIGE'2-1 	 DISP2450 
K I MGE2=KINMGE42 	 0ISP?h( 
KYONE=KI14GE1 IIl5P2470
 
KYONF=JK(I 4GEI) 0 IS17485
 








Cn TO 1oo 	 DJSk/31) 
229 	 CAIL 1I DFV(IGRAFI) O)18P540 
CALL TNSP(I{,SP) OISP525 
RFTURN tIS1v/5hrO 







SUBROUTINE GETCDS(ILJN!T,N,KMAX) GCDW00f) 
DATA V2/ 1/ GLD W(20 
COMMON/KBAREA/CDAREA(320) (,fl004( 
COMMON/KBCDS/KCOUNT( 16) ,CS) 











































IF (N EO. 1) MMI-0 







































CALL INCORE(ICCONT(1),KCOUNT(1),19,1,4,0) CCDSO320 
1111 CONTINUE GCDS0330 
N N+K GCDS0340 
CALL PTExT(IGDs1,CDAREA(1},72,IGNOR ,JK(1),lIO.O,3925 0) GC0S0350 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(19),,IGNORE,JK(2),1,1(I 0,3840.0) CCDS0360 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(?),72,iGNORE,JK(3),1,10 0,3695.0) GCDS0370 
CALL PTEXTCIGDSL,CDAREA(39),8,IGNOREJK(4),1,10.,36l)0.0) GCOS)380 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(41),72,IGNORE,JKC5),1,10 0,3460.0) GCDS0390 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(59),S,IGNORE,JK(6),1,10 0,3375.0) GCDS0400 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(61),72,IGNORE,JK(/),1,10 0,3225.0) GCDS0410 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(79),8,IGNORE,JK(8),1,10 0,3140 0) GCOSO420 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(81),72,IGNORE,JK(9),1,I0.0,2990.0) 0CS0430 
CALL PTEXT(IGS,CDAREA(99),8,IGNORE,JK(IO),l,10 0,2905 0) GCDS0440 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,C0AREA(lO),72,IGNORE,jK(I),1,10.0,2755.0) GCDS0450 
CALL PTEXT(IGODS1,CDAREA(I19),8,IGNORE,JK(12),1,10O.,2610.0) GCDS0460 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(121),72,ICNORE,JK(13),1,1O 0,2520 0) GCOS0470 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(139),8,IGNORE,JK(14),1,10 0,2435.0) GCD0U480 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREAI141),72,IGNORE,JK(15),1,1O 0,2/85.0) rCDS0490 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(159),8,IGNORE,JK(CL),1,10 0,22000) CCSO)5O 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS1,CDAREA(CI6),72,IGNORb,JK(17), ,I(I.0,2050.0) CCDS051) 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSICDAREA(179),8,IGNORE,JK(1S),1,10.0,1965.0) GCDS0520 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(181),72,IGNORE,JK(19),1,10.0,1815.0) GCDSOSN 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSL,CDAREA(199),$,IGNORE,JK(20),1,10 0,1730.0) GC0S0540 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(201),72,ICNORE,JK(21),1,10 0,1580.0) CCDS0550 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS1,CDAkEA(219),8,IGNORE,JK(22),1,10.0,1495.0) GCDSO560 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS1,CDAREA(221),72,IGNORE,JK(23),1,10.Ot1345.0 GCDS0570 
CALL PTEXT(I(DSICDARbA(239),8,IGNORE,JK(2'i),1,1) 0,1460.0) GcDS0580 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDAREA(241),72,IGNORE,JK(25)1,10 0,11100 ) CCDSO59D 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,LDAREA(259),,IGNORC,JK(24),1,10.0,1025.0) GCDS0600 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,CDARLA(261),72,I(,NORE,JK(21),1,10 0,875.0) (COSO61( 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSL,CDAREA(2/9),8,IGNORE,JK(28),1,10 0,790.0) GCDS0620 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,LUARA(281),17,1(,NORE,JK(29),I,1O.0,640 0) GCDSO63O 
51
 



















CALL PTEXT(IGDSS,KCOUNT(5),4,ICNORL,L(5),2,650 0,2885.0) 





















































































SOROUTINE CDIMGE(INAME,KYONFKYTNOKKFYKL,KIMAX,NK) (D11.01= (I 
COMMON/GSET/I)SIt IGOS?,IG03,1D;4, I,DS5, IGDs6, I(0SID%8,If DS9 (i)rCr10?U 
CIIMNON/K-YHD/UI)DATE ?( ) ( [I)1 1)(3l1 
COMMM1N/CARRAY/IXTARY(20) 1 11111 0040 
COMMIN/NULL/I('IORE (1) C IO(l)I)(9 
CIIMN/NKSFT/I SETC, ISFTO, I SETE ( 1)I f)0, 
COMMfIN/12250/ICRAPI), IATI IATI I r I(I(' ( 
CI)MMO)N/SAVE/JCOkRT f pIl.t 4i3 
DATA V5/1 '/ 	 rr lj'- l 
COMM(IN/CHAPUS/ ICHPU% (1i1 l 11)11 
K7=0 (P f )ill) 
JTL IN1=36010 ( I (I ?,( 
JTLI -2=3775 CD ( )1 II 
JTLIN3=3900 CUaAGO141) 
If(JTLIN3.LT JCORRT) GO ri /0) CDI ('01 bIo 
IF(JTLIN2 LT ICORRT) (7i TO 202 £020.0 I en 
IF(JTLIMt LT. I(IRRTI CC) T) /03 CP( 01 /o 
201 	 ISFTF=ISETC CULl1 01HO 
GO TIn 205 COI'bO191) 
202 	 ISFTF=ISETD Cc),I 02(10 
COr TO 205 COIW( f)21(1 
?03 	 ISFTF=ISETE CDI' G022 
205 	 CONTINUE ( Ol't)23 
LEVFI 2= CDC2I?4) 
CALL CRATL(INAMEIATLI,I-VEI2) COl(3250 
CALL ENATN(IATLI,1,-31,37,341 	 CU46O260 
CALL MLITS( IATLI,4,1,-?,5,8,13,18,23,27) COM(D02/0 
CALL MLPEO(IATLJ,2,4,1) CDM(O WO 
CALL OMIT(ICDS4) DmOGO2O 
CALL ICURS(ICDS1.ICNOREKYUNE,1) 	 LDt(,03()0 
CALL INCL(IDS5,1,NOkE,KKEY) CI)060310 
CALL INCL ICDS9 ICNORE,ISETF) CDMGO3P(i 
299 	CONTINUE CO60330 
CALL RAT'I(ITL,IPTC?,IXTAPY,O,-31,32,34) (D1'G03&O 
I F(IPTCO-32) 300,28R,399 Co60350 
300 CO TO(299,299,299,299,79,.299,/9.,?99,2q9,/99,99,99,299,299,)99,CDRG036(0 
129,299,299,401,299,?94,299,99,?99,299,/9", 299,?99,299,?99, C[)M(3 /10 
2299 ),I PTCD CNICO3PO 
288 CfNTINUE CDfW4)390 
CALL PCURS( IGOSI) C£NG0400 
DO 287 r=1,20 CDWG04I0 
I'POATE(I )=V5 CdI,04?0 
787 CONTINUE CD C0430 
CALL G8PRD(160%1ItPDAfE,1t0,I,ITCUD,ICNRE,KY(JNFI(NREKYT140) CDIh'0440 
CALL NO0IPY(KL,KIAX,N) CD'A60450 
GO TO 400 CO,'G6)460 
399 CONTINUE CDMGO4 (0 
IF(IXTARY(2) NE.KYONE) GU( Ti 600 	 CDOMG04-0
 
ICHPOS-XTARY(3) COIG)490 
CALL ICURS( ICGDS, IGNORE,KYUrjF, ICHPUS) (01 COMO 
ca TO 299 CDIGOSIO 
60) 	 COINTINUE CD) (0520 
ICHPIS=IXTARY(3) CI(O 53) 
CALL ICURS(I(051,ICNORE,KVTIIO,ICHPOS) CD0854) 
CI TI) 299 	 cl)"' 0550 
411 	 CONT INUE CD,4GO(560 
CALL RCURS( II DS1 CDmcOSI) 
KZ= 1 ()l ( )5 ( 
400 	 CONTINUE C0,0,0590 
CALL OMIT(I 16S5, I(,NORE,KKLY) CDmCO(O0 
CALL OMIT( lIDS9, IGURE, IS TF) CM(,0)610 
CALL EN IA(IATLI,1) CU ((1620 









StiBRIUTIN4 DSTISLE DSTHN DI U
 
CCIlIVIN/NUI L/IGNORE( 1) [1ST (10,1)
 
CIIMMIN/(,SET/ICGDS1 , 11DS2 , IGDS3, ICDS4, IG)SE, [UDSh, II D%1', I( 1513, II DS" OSTItiOl)1o
IMENS ION UNITE{i T•UNIT-{ I I UNlIT3(1I} UNIT4{l) ,UNITE(li),kUNI16(I), Ds0 I K0040 
INIT7(1) ,UNIT8I 1) ,UNIT9II) ,UNITII 1),UNIT1L I) ,tINITI,( I), DSTtM)01
2UNIT13(),UNITL4(l),lNTTb!(1),UNIT1AI) OSTIA(1D)ht 
DIHENS IJN HEADI(7) H1EAD38) ,HEADA(8) ,LNATA1( 2 I DATA) IP),lATA3 C? I , STBOO I0 
IDATA4(23,DATAS2) DATAA(2),DATA?(2),DATAH(),DATA(2)DATAIO/, STb0om1Ot 
2DATAI1(2),[)ATAI2(?), DATAI3(2),DATAI4(2),UATAI5I)MINSIRI(1?) O\TBOO D0 
SDATA 1h(2) liST h(' It) 
DATA INSTRl/'*"*'POIIT LIGHT PEN AT THE DESIRED DATA SET NAft'/ I)ST81)1 
DATA HEADI/'DATA SET OPTION SEL[C1 TALE'/ Stho0lt'u
 
DATA HEAD2/ DATA SEr NAME DNI1 NUiIEk'/ DSTHOI.3D
 
DATA HEAD3/' ...- --- --- '-/ T---T114
 
DATA UNIT1/'15'/,DNIT/ 1 2I/,UNT/'21/,tNIT/t)t/IUN1T/Ie3t/, DSTBOIbi'IIJNITS/ '24'/,LJN[TT/'2E,'/rUNITFI/6'm/rUNITY/' /?s/,'NIfTlU/= ?8'/. (bTb()IbO 
2IJNITII/'351/,UKITI/136'/,IJNIT14/'13A/,UIT4/3)'i/,1iNIT15/'AY'/, DSTHO17O 
3IJNIT16/1 51/ DTlIIlO 
CALL SHAtIGDS6,2) DSToO0LV9
 




CALL STPIS( U DS6,800 0,490G 0) DST10220
 




DATA DATAI/'DATAIN'IDATA2/'ORtIELM'/,LATA3 'EXPIOD'I/, DSThHl250 
2DATA4/'CALIBR' /,DATA5/'NETCON' /,DATA/'hODELS'/,DATAI//( DINPT /, DSTrt,60 
2DATA8I'PASPUS'IDATA9/ rARGTS/,DATA1o/- EIP(ID/,IATA1 1 / U cPSHllDSTI47) 
3DATAIA/'DPRLOG/,DATA3/LUISLU(,'/,DATA4/DIUIIMY -/,DATAL5/DUA4Y 'NSTh/I() 
3/,DATAI1AYDUikY '/ DSTb(2v( 
CALL PTEXT(I(.S6,HEAD3(1l),3?,IGNORE, IHEE3,1,600 0,36110 0) DST8(3100
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS7,DATAI(),6,JIGNORE,ICAT1,1,IO0 0,3400D 0) DSTNOA10
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSI,[ATA2(I),6,IG'@0EIOAT2,1,800.0,3200 0) OsTObU3')
 
CALL PTEXTCIGDS7,DATA3(1),6,IG40RE1II)AT3,1,800 (,3000 01 DSTRO330
 




CALL PTEXT[IGDS7,DATA6(11,6,1(NOREIDAT6,1,80() 0,2400.0) DSTh(136()
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSADATA7(1),6,(,INOR,IAT/1,}() (,2200 ) DSTK13/0
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDST,DATAB(1).6,IGNORE,IDATH,1,800 0,2000 0) D0TNB380
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSYDATA9(1),6,IGNOREIDATY,1,800 0,(I10 0) i)ST,0390
 
CALL PTEXT(CDS(,DATAIO(1),&,IGNOREIATO,1,8() (,1600 0) CST(5J40
 




CALL PTEXT(I(DS,DAAI31) ,6,(NORFIOATI3,1,80O 0,10000 ) DST3)430
 
CALL PTEXT(1C0S7,DAIA(1),Alt(fDRE,IDAT14,1,800 0,800 0) OSTh(044
 
CALL PTEXTCIGDS7,DATA15(1),6(,GIGORE.IDATIS,1,800 0,60000 DSTk050
 
CALL PTtXT( IGDSH•OATAII),6,I6,JNukE,ILATIA,1,8dO 0,4060 ) I0STB0460 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS8,INSTR1(147,IGIIURFINSTI,1,600 (0,1000) 0T5104O
 
CALL PTEXT(IGOS8,UJITI(I),PI,UREN141,l,/400 0,3400 0) 0STI,040O
 
CALL PTEXT( IGDS8,UNIT(I),2,IC0PURLblti2,1,P400 01,3200 0) DST1 0490
 
CALL PTEXTCIGDS, UNuT3(1),?,lbNtwKENU3S,1,24 0.o,3000 0) 0STh05O
 
CALL PTEXT(IGOSS,NIT4(1),,IGNORENUN4,1,24()() 0,2?800 01" DSTOO510
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS8, UdIT511),2,1 GURENUl15,1-!4n0 0,260( () .)8TH05/0
 
CALL PTFXT(ICOS8,UNIT6(1),?2ICNORENtUIA,1,2400 U,240 0) 0ST140530
 
CALL PTFXT{ I DS8,LONITI(1) ,,1CNORE,Nti17, 1,4400 0,2?00 0) DSTbU0540
 
CALL PTEXT(ICOS8,UNIT8(1),?,ICNORE,NtJ,1,1, 4oD 0OO00 0) 0ST0550
 
CALL PTEXT( IGD58,UNITY(1),?,IGNJORENuIP9,L,400 0,1800.0) I'STh,) 6(
 
CALL PTEXT( IGDS8,UNITIO1),2,1(NOKENUfIll0,1, 2400 0,1600 0) DSTbO5O
 
CALL PTEXT{IG0S8,UNIT1I(1),?,IGNORENU-11,1,2400D 0,1400 0) DST305RO
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSBUNITI11),21IGNOREIWiI?, 1,?40U 0,1?0 0) [)STBOD59
 
CALL PTFXT( IGOS U NIT1311),2, INU E,'Njti 13,102404) 0,1000 0) I)STMOAI0O
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSH, NIT14(1)2,IGNURE, NUM) 4,1,400 0,O00) DSTb()10h
 
CALL PTEXT(I GS8,NIT15(112,ICNRE,NUM315,1,2400 060000) fl5T1D620
 
CALL PTEXT(ICDS8,UNIT16(1),2,1fNORENU(16, I,2400 0,4000) I)ST80630
 










54,l CftJ ['S 
APPENDIX III-E 
SUBROUTINE TITLPG 
SIJHRBUTINE TITLPG ILP( OID
 
COIM4IIN/GSFT/IC1 IGDSI, TLPYGO2O
DSII)SP,,IGtI\3.CDs4,IGDS5, 1DAA, It 18, It OS9 

COtNMON/NULL/I(NURLI 1i T L PD,0030
 
DI MENS I I(CLEIDSM (20) TL PE (040
 
DIMENSION MUOSE)421 TLP( 0050 
DIMENSION TLINEI(4),TLINE2(16),TLINF3(14),TLIr E4(C ),TI INFb(I() , TLPG0OO 
ITI INE6(13) TI P( 0010 
DATA CLMJSN/' 123456761X 1,)3456 M.9/13456789 3123456/ 894,I3456(85123TLPGOO O 
1456789612345678i91123456f8VH'/ TLP'COO1 
DATA MDSEO/'D I E'/ TLP(IO0 
DATA TLTNEI/'PROGRAN DISPLAY'/ TLPGO110 
DATA TLINEP/'PURPOSE-- _TU DISPLAY AND UPGATL DATA SETS ASSU( IATEO TLP( )20 
IWITH THE'/ TLPGOI0 
DATA TI INE3/'GODDARD EXPERI.ENT PACKACE UPFRAT ION SCHEDU IN( SYSTETLP0140 
IT I TLPGO150 
DATA TLINE4/'PkUGRAMiER_.... CLARENCE CRIJUVERI/ TLP(01A(O
 
DATA TLINES/'THEORCTICAL ASTROPHYSICS HRANCH,LUDE 613'/ TLPLOI70
 
DATA TLINE6/t*I= TO START PROGRAI DEPRESS FUNCTION KEY NIJMLi~t41/ TLPG018O
 
SET CHARACTER MODE TLPC 0190
 
CALL SCHAM(IGDS3,?) TI PG020) 
CALL SCHAMI I(DS5,1) TLPC0210
 
CALL PTEXT(IGD53,TLINEIIl),15,1UNORE, ITLI,1,1450 0,3800 0) TLPGO220
 
CALL PTEXT(I(,DS5,TLIE2(1),61,tGMURE,ITL?,1,4(0 0,2900 0) TLPG0230
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSS,T INE3(l),56,ICrNJRE,ITL3,I,950 0,?700 0) TIPb024O
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS5,TLINE4( ).3?,t(,OREITL4,1,400 0,18R0o o) TI PGO50
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS5,TLINE5(I),40,I( MOREITLS,1,1350 0,1600 o) TLPG0260
 








CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,.NODSE-III),8,IGF'ORE,KAYI,1,3650 0,3820 0) TLPGO310
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,MODSEO(1),8,IGNORE,KAY2,1,365) 0,13590 0) TIPG(0320
 
CALL PTEXTIIGDS4,IODSEO(1),8,I1(.NURE,KAY3,1,3650 0,3355 0) TLPGO33O
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,MODSEO(1I,8,IGNORE,VAY4,I,3650 0,3120 0 TLPG0340
 
CALL PTEXT (6D54,T10DSEO1),8, IGNOREKAY5,1,3650 (,285.0() TLPGO350
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,iiODSEO(I),8,I(TORE,KAY6,1,3-650 0,2650 0) TLP(0360
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,MODSCO(I),8,IGNORE,KAY7,1,3650 0 2415 0) TLPGO370
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,TODSEO(I),8,IGNORE,KAYB,,365).0,218U 0) TLP(,0340
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,NODSEO(1),BIGNLIRE,KAY9,1,3650 01,1945 0) TLPC0390
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,,ADSE(1),8.IGNIORE,KAYID,1,3650 0,17100 ) TLPb0400
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,MOOSE'(I)IfIGNOREKAYI 1,3650 0,1475 0) TLPGO4IO
 
CALL PTEXT(I6DSMODSE0(1),8,IGNORE,KAY2,1,35() 0,1240 0) TLP(0420
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4,ODSEJ(1),8,I1GJORE,KAY13,1,3650 0,1005 0) TLPC0430
 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS4, ODSEO(11,8,IGNORE,KAYI4,1,3650 0,170 0) TIP60440
 
CALL PTEXT(IGOS4,IIODSEO(1),8,I(,NORE,KAYI5,1,3650 0,535 0) TLPG0450
 








CALL PTEXT(IGDS2,CLMOSN(1),12,IGNORE,KbY2,I,10 0,4046 0) TLPGO50O
 















IIPN)OII00SLIIRIUT (NE L(,TPEN( I INI , NLLiRIT ,)KDSE1 

CIIM IN/( ST/I6DSI, IbSI( 053,1(If l4(W)S5,IfI(L, I I(.I Ski,SIII L%9 TPNOOlt)II









 TP NLI)0?0ML ( 71=19 P500toI O 
NL(8)=1990 TwN0OO',,
NI (9)=1780 1Vt,N (t l 
NL( O)=] 590 
1PNO)/NIL( 11) =1390 TPN W/(i12
NL(12)=1190 
 TP'002.0NL (13) =990 TPN0I 0 
NL(14)z(90 	 TpNoo(io4ML(15}=59D) 
TPNIIO411' 
NL (16 )=390 TNo(3?oCALL IMIT(I(DS)6 T910 I{tCALL 0fVIT(I(DS() TPN(M'3411
CALL 11 IT( 11,DSh) 1 Vt 00,5CALL INfI (1GOS4) TPNO( 360 
00'499 1=1,161,051,T=1 	 TPNOI3 I
 
TIPNM(o638
IF€L(I) LT NCURRT) (0 T0 498 T1N00390499 CONT INUE TPN)04(0

498 CnNTINUE TPNI041059,1(rI]ORE,IS(KDSET)) 	 514,515,1 PKOO042(CALL INCL(I( 





I D TO 520 TPN{)046(J50? 1J15ITT20 TPf)04 1017U TIP 520 T PNOO4M)503 IIJNIT=21 TPIi00490 
170 TO 52(1) TPNOO5(I(I
504 111N1T=22 TV 40051(0GO TO 520 IP 0U52(0505 IU14IT23 TPNO6530
(,'o TO 520 TPNOO54L)
506 I LNIT=24 TPO0550('0 TO 520 
 TPN0054o 
507 IUl4T=2! 
 1P"06L(oCO TO 520 TP.400580 
508 2,1II'=26 IPt 00590 
CO TI) 520 
=	 1P11006( 0 509 ILJ4IT 27 TPNI'M610GO TO 5)( TV 0062051) 1JNIT=2, TP 00630Co) TO 520 TV 10640511 1 NIT=35 TP r00650 (II TO 520 TP(1066O
912 IIINIT=36 TPOJ6I(TVI'l(JOAtliCD TO 920513 IUINIT=37 

TP1I00690
CO TO 520 TP'J')0 I(ou)
514 1 0IN) T=3R 
TPou(flO(0 TO 520 IV t(?2',515 111141T=39 
l, (30i {1 )52*) RPWIND IUNITF T ARR@ M 
TdO4(5')516 IUNIT=5 PI i l,(0 
RETURN 




SUBRIUT I NE MODSET MDSTOOI ) 
COMMON/KEEPN/IS( 16) MDSTOO2( 
COMMCN/NKSET/ISETL, ISETD,ISETE MDS T0)30 
CoMMnN/NULL/IGNORE( 1) tIDSTOO40 
COMNON/GSET/IGDSIIGS2,IGDS ,GS4IGSS, LCS,I(OSIGDS,I( DS9 iDSTODS 
DIMENSION MNDIFI(1),MUDIP)(2),NODIF3{?) MDSTOO6D 
DIMENSION DSETI(7T,I)SFT2(7),DSFT3(/),[)sET4(t),DLsr5(tf),nSET(7), tODSTOO/O 
IDSET7(7bDSETB(7),DSET(7),SE1()(1),L)SETL1(7),DST12(/), MI)STOO8 
2 DSET13(7),DSETL4(7),DSETL5(7),SET6( 1) MDSTODU 
DATA M1ODIF1/'EDIT'/ MOSTO100 
DATA MODIF2/'INSERT'/ 1MSTO1(0 
DATA MODIF3/'DELETE'/ riDSTO1O 
DATA DSETI/'DSNAME DATAIN UNITn 15-/ fIDSTO13 
DATA DSET21/DS NAME ORRELM UNIT# 2'/ MDST0140 
DATA DSET3/'DSNAME CXPMOD UNIT# 21'/ MDSTOI5O 
DATA DSET4/'DSNAME CALIKR UNIT# 22'! MDSI0160 
DATA DSET5/'DS-NAME NETCON UNIr# 23'/ MDSTo170 
DATA DSET6/'DSNAME MODELS UNIT# 24' tIDSTO180 
DATA DSET7/'DS-NAME CDINPT UNIT# 25'/ MI)STOlVO 
DATA DSET8/tDSNAME PASPOS UNITt 26'/ VDST0200 
DATA OSET9/'OS.NAME TARGTS UNITY 27'/ VDST0210 
DATA DSET1O/'DSNAME GEPCMD UNIT# 28'/ MDST0220 
DATA DSET11/'DS-NAME GEPSHD UNIT# 35'/ NDSTO230 
DATA DSETIP/'DS NAME OPRLOG UNIT# 361/ MDST0240 
DATA DSET13/'DSNAME OBSLOG UNIT# 371/ NDST0250 
DATA DSET14/'DS NAME CNTMSG UNIT# 371/ MDSTO260 
DATA DSETlS/'DSNAME INTPRT UNIT9 398/ MDSTO270 
DATA DSET16/'DSNAME CDREDR UNIT# 5'/ MDSTO2SO 
CALL SCHAM(IGDS9,1) MDST0290 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSSDSET1(1),27,IGNOREIS(1),2,1600 0,10.0) MDST0300 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSETP(1),27,IGNORE,IS(2),2,1600 0,10 0) MDSTO31O 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSET3(1),27,IGNURE,ISI3),2.1600.0,10.0) 05T0320 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSET4(1},27,IGNORE,IS(4),?,1600.0,10.0) MDST0330 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS,)DSETS(1),27,I(,NORE,IS(5),2,1600.0,10.O) MDSTO340 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSET6(l),27,IGNORE,IS(6),2,1600 0,10.0) MDSTO350 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSqDSET7(1),27,IGNUREIS(7),2,1600 0,10.0) MDST0360 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,SET8(1),27,IGNOREIS(8),2,1600 0,1I O) MDST03IO 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSq,DSET(1),27,IGNOREIS(9),?,1600 0,10.0) MST0380 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSETIO(1L),27,IGNORE,1{C10)2,1600 0,10 0) MDST0390 
CALL PTEXTIGDS9,DSETI(l),27T,IGNOREIS(1) ?,1600 0,10.0) I1DSTO400 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSS,DSET12(l),27,IGNORE,IS(12h)2,1600 0,10.0) MDSTO41O 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSETL3(1),27,IGNORE,IS(13),2,1600.0,10.0) MDST0420 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSETL4(1),27,IGNORE,ISC14),2,1600 OtiO.0) MDST0430 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSET1S(1),27,IGNORE,IS(15)2,1600.0,10.0) MOSTO440 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,DSETL6(1),27,ICNORE,IS(16),2,1600 0,100) MDST0450 
CALL PTEXT(IGDSQ,MDDIFI(1),4,IGNORE,ISETC,2,3600 0,100 0) MDST0460 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,MODIFZ(C),6,IGNORE,ISETD,2,3600.0,100 0) MDST0470 
CALL PTEXT(IGDS9,MODIF3(1),6,1GNOREISETE,2,3600 0,100.0) MDSTO4dO 
CALL EXEC(IGDS9) MDST0490 
RETURN tIDST0500 
END NOST0510 






CUMMON/GSET/IGUSI GDS2,l(,DS3I( 0S4,l1 DS5,IG6DS6, I(,S7,I(DDu8,B( 
lYO)Y 0(1 

















IF(KLINE3.LT.JCORRT) GO TO 80 
IF(KLINE2.LT.JCORRT) (,0 TO 50 
mDFY(I )3 
I1OFYOI40 










40 CONTINUE tDFY0210 
JKL=KMAX*20-19 NiFY0220 

















60 CONTINUE I'D FYOB4O 
KP=KL*20+1 IIOFYO350 
DO 70 1=1,20 'ADFYO360 
DSAIEA(KP)=UPDATE( I) MDFY0370 
KP=KP+1 NA FY0380 
70 CONTINUE (40FYO30 
KMAX= AX+l 1 DFY0400 
CO To 100 MDFY0410 
80 J=KL*20-19 lIDFY04/O 
DO 90 1=1,20 ADFY0430 
DSAREA(J)=UPDATE(I) I.FY0440 
J=J+l IlFyOt.5) 





CALL STPI'l(CDSL, i0.0,3925.0) tIOFY0490 
RETURN MOFYO500 
FND r4DFY)51( 
)051 (ARDS 
58
 
